Inferring Cancer Progression from Single-cell
Sequencing while Allowing Mutation Losses
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Experimental results

Cancer phylogeny reconstruction problem

In a set of random generated phylogeny trees of different sizes and diverse erro-

Normal

neous/unknown entry rates, we compare SASC against two recent single cell reconstruction
tools:
• SCITE [3]: perform a Markov Chain Monte Carlo maximum likelihood tree search under
the Perfect Phylogeny model.
• SiFit [4]: Hidden Markov Model maximum likelihood tree search without any specific phylogeny model.
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Given an input matrix I which indicates the presence of m different mutations in a set of
sequence of n individual cells. We aim to find an estimate matrix E which maximizes the
likelihood function:
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Our work: SASC tool
The Infinite Sites Assumption (ISA) has been a fundamental assumptions in computa-

Figure 1: Top Left: Accuracy of mutation couples preserving its Ancestor-Descendant re-

tional methods devised for reconstructing tumor phylogenies and inferring cancer progres-

lationship and the couples preserving that are in different tree branches. Both scores are

sions seen as an accumulation of mutations. However, recent studies leveraging Single-cell

measured according to the F1 score, that is the geometric mean of the precision and recall.

Sequencing (SCS) techniques have shown evidence of back mutations in several tumor

Bottom left: Classification accuracy of deletions detected by the different tools. Neither

samples [1, 2]. We present the SASC (Simulated Annealing Single-Cell inference) tool

SCITE nor SiFit detect any ISA violation and thus having the same score.

— available under an open source license — which is a new approach based on simulated

Right: The Parsimony score measures the difference between the number of flips (i.e.,

annealing for the inference of cancer progression from SCS data. We extend the inferred

changes from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0) performed by tool and the actual number of flips in-

evolution model allowing a limited number of mutation losses in the tumor evolutionary his-

troduced in the simulated input matrix. The intuition behind this measure is that a good

tory: the Dollo-k model. We demonstrate that SASC achieves high accuracy in comparison

solution should have a correct amount of changes introduced by the simulation process.

with other available methods when tested on both simulated and real data sets.

Simulated Annealing approach

We tested SASC on two real datasets: the Childhood Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia data

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a random search technique which explores the feasible region

from [5] and a Single-cell RNA-seq sequencing study of primary Breast Cancer [6]. For the

searching for an optimal solution. Unlike other deterministic search methods which can be

Leukemia dataset (Figure 2 left) SASC correctly infers the tree structures assumed in the

trapped into local optima, SA has the ability to overcome this drawback and converge to a

study and the size of subclonal population. Furthermore, driver mutations are correctly de-

global optimum. The basic idea of the algorithm is to perform a random search which ac-

tected. The Breast cancer dataset do not provide a clonal tree, however SASC reconstruction

cepts, with some decreasing probability, changes that not necessary improve the objective

(Figure 2 right) correctly inferred driver mutations and several deletions as expected in this

function. At each step, the probability of moving to some state with a smaller value changes

genetic alterations.

according to a parameter called the temperature, which continuously decreases as the exploration evolves. In our algorithm we define a set of valid transformation to explore the feasible
region:
Subtree Prune and Regraft
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Add/Remove deletion

Change cell Assignment

Figure 2: The tree inferred by SASC for the real datasets. Different clones are indicated with
different colors. Red nodes indicate deletions of mutations, while boldfaced mutations are
the mutations indicated as driver in the original sequencing study. Mutations are clustered
by collapsing simple linear paths.
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